
It is the responsibility of
the installer to warn all
potential end users of

the dangers of interfering
with mechanisms during

operation

WARNING

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Temperature controlled •
variable fan state & speed 
with equipment overheat 
alarm

Near silent operation with •
vibration isolating rubber 
mounts

Height efficient design to •
maximise use of space within 
rack / cabinet

Optional 19" Rack mounting •
supplied (1U)

Self contained unit with •
onboard electronics for simple 
installation

OPTIONS

Custom sizes available•

Any RAL colour available•

The Smart Airflow Control range is designed to regulate airflow around equipment in AV
racks or in confined spaces.
The SAC-T acts as a shelf for equipment (e.g. AV receivers) which forces airflow
upwards through the unit to improve airflow aiding the natural convection inside the
space. Units can be combined to further increase airflow.
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Temperature Sensor MountGeneral Dimensions

Sophisticated electronics
allow for a favourite viewing
position to be programmed 
via the IR remote control.

Mechanism allows up to 
750mm extension of 
screen centre from wall.

All the power and signal
cables for screen and 
mechanism can be 
concealed within 
the bracket.

Mechanism can be reversed
from a left to a right - handed 
or from a right to a left - handed 
bracket simply and quickly during
the installation process.

Super quiet and smooth action from 
parallel to wall out to 90  maximum 
movement.

Available with Marine Lock 
to safely lock bracket against 
wall when not in viewing position.

Standard mechanism with 
VESA 400 mounting is 
only 90mm deep.

Group A or UNI-60 mount adds 
20mm to make the total depth 
of bracket only 110mm.
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Onboard 
electronics

Rubber feet

Fan finger guard

Extra quiet fans mounted 
on rubber fixings to 
isolate vibration  

IEC power input 

Optional 19" rack 
wing mounts

Temperature sensor jack input

CTemperature sensor & 
bracket on flying lead 
to be fixed inside the 
AV cabinet

LCD display screen 
for function settings

Menu Key

Display Key

 + Up Key

 - Down Key

Design Highlights

Sophisticated electronics
allow for a favourite viewing
position to be programmed 
via the IR remote control.

Mechanism allows up to 
750mm extension of 
screen centre from wall.

All the power and signal
cables for screen and 
mechanism can be 
concealed within 
the bracket.

Mechanism can be reversed
from a left to a right - handed 
or from a right to a left - handed 
bracket simply and quickly during
the installation process.

Super quiet and smooth action from 
parallel to wall out to 90  maximum 
movement.

Available with Marine Lock 
to safely lock bracket against 
wall when not in viewing position.

Standard mechanism with 
VESA 400 mounting is 
only 90mm deep.

Group A or UNI-60 mount adds 
20mm to make the total depth 
of bracket only 110mm.
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DISPLAY Function:

1. Each press of the 'DISPLAY' button will cycle the display through the following:

"Current Temp" - Default•
"Lowest Temp" - Displayed for 3 seconds•
"Highest Temp" - Displayed for 3 seconds•

2. In order to reset the values recorded for Lowest Temp and Highest Temp press the '+' and '-' buttons simultaneously whilst displaying either value.  
The recorded values will now change to reflect the current temperature and be displayed on the screen.

MENU Function:

1. Each press of the 'MENU' button will cycle the display through the following:

"Set ON at" - The temperature at which the first pair of fans activates•
"Set BOOST at" - The temperature at which the second pair of fans activates•
"Set OFF at" - The temperature at which any fans will deactivate•
"Set ALARM at" - The temperature at which the alarm will sound and below which the alarm will turn off•
"Set SCALE" - Toggles the display between Celsius and Fahrenheit•

2. Use the '+' and '-' buttons to adjust any of the above settings.

Operating Instructions
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